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 In recent years, sociolinguists have turned their attention to fluidity of social 
meanings of a linguistic variable. Eckert (2008) has argued that the meanings of variables 
are not precise or fixed and introduced the notion of an indexical field. Podesva (2008) 
has demonstrated that styles derive meaning from the co-occurrence of multiple features 
in particular interactional moments. In this paper, I will demonstrate how one variable 
can derive contradictory meanings from co-occurrence with other features of styles in 
different speech settings. The variable of focus in this study is phrasal final lengthening 
in Japanese, and the data is collected from a female J-pop star Ayumi Hamasaki’s speech 
at concerts and talk shows over a nine-year span, between 1998 and 2006. The nine years 
examined contain three periods, corresponding to the major stages of her career. Through 
these years, Hamasaki also made three major transformations of her public image as well 
as her linguistic styles. Hamasaki’s use of polite phrasal ending forms and mean F0 level 
are discussed to define the styles and infer the meanings of the final lengthening. 
 The analysis reveals that a low degree of phrasal final lengthening works to 
construct an image of immaturity when it co-occurs with child-like features (non-polite 
ending forms and high F0 level) which constructs a child-like style, but helps construct 
maturity when it occurs in a mature style (polite ending forms and mid F0 level). 
Hamasaki’s use of a high degree of phrasal final lengthening indicates immaturity and 
rebelliousness at talk shows, which corresponds with the style composed by the co-
occurring features (non-polite final forms and low F0 level). The style endows the 
meaning of the variable, and at the same time, the variable helps to establish the style.  
 


